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PREDETECTION RECORDING TECHNIQUES FOR GPS SIGNALS

by H. Sargeant
Principal Electronics Engineer

Interstate Electronics Corporation
Anaheim, California

ABSTRACT
Predetection recording of spread-spectrum (SS) signals such as GPS transmissions is a
desirable objective for both users and developers of equipment designed to receive such
signals. (GPS user-equipment development is a lengthy process during which signal
simulators are only partially useful.) Upon playback, GPS signals are used by the same or
modified receivers so that acquisition, processing, detection and tracking loops can be
altered to optimize the receiver parameters. Development of predetect SS signal recording
systems is difficult to achieve in practice. Such systems not only must be of suitable phase
linearity to preserve the signal content to be extracted but sometimes must also preserve
the exact signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) characteristics of the recorded signals. Existing
conventional test equipment is unsuitable for deriving value judgments of the quality of a
predetect recording system’s output because the SS signal has a negative SNR. This paper
reveals that it is possible to use, for this purpose, tape recorders now available on many
test ranges in combination with auxiliary equipment similar to that designed for the U.S.
Navy’s TRIDENT Program (recording C/A-code data from in-flight missile translators).
The basic techniques are described in some detail to enable potential users to understand
the necessary equipment concepts and evaluate the author’s approach in terms of their own
applications.
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INTRODUCTION

The Global Positioning System (GPS) uses the emissions from a number of satellites to
derive the position or velocity of a receiving site via direct measurements of range and
range rate from each satellite. The required outputs are calculated by using multilateration
processing. Usually the receiver is on the ground and the problem takes its most primitive
form. At times, an intermediate receiver on a missile or aircraft intercepts and retransmits



the received signal on another frequency, using an on-board translator. The retransmission
then is received on the ground, sometimes even on a moving platform, where the ground
receiver processes the resulting range and range-rate sums to derive the range and range
rate of the missile or aircraft, then finally its state vector. The structure of this translated
GPS signal is more complicated, but this approach is taken today on some of our test
ranges to minimize the onboard hardware. These same GPS signal processing concepts
apply to space applications and will be used more often in the future.

Predetection recording of SS signals such as GPS transmissions is desirable for both
developers and users of equipment using these signals. In particular, GPS user-equipment
development is a lengthy process during which signal simulators are only partially useful.
On the other hand, suitable satellite constellations are not always available at desired
times. When they are available, it is often desirable to record their signals for use at some
convenient time when the signals can be repetitively and accurately reproduced. Upon
playback, either the same or modified receivers use these GPS signals so that acquisition,
processing, detection, and tracking loops can be altered to optimize receiver parameters.

This paper describes the techniques for a practical predetection recording method. It
highlights a recently built and tested Predetection Recording Converter (PRC) associated
with the U.S. Navy TRIDENT program’s use of GPS to track missiles for range safety
purposes. The presented example necessarily is more complex than many users will
require, so as to describe how development complications may be handled.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Interstate Electronics Corporation (IEC) has successfully used both analog and digital
predetection recorders for several years to record the GPS C/A- and Gold Codes from
pseudo-satellites via missile translators in an inverted range scenario where most emissions
are from fixed ground stations. Early attempts at predetection recording preserved the
signal phase but not the dynamic range. The intelligence was extracted directly from tape-
recorded multiple digital bitstreams. The intelligence in the GPS spectrum is contained in
the signal’s zero-crossing times within the time domain. No attempt was made to
reconstruct the time-domain signal. After downconversion to a frequency very near to
zero, only one bit of each near-baseband segment was preserved. Data were reduced in a
large mainframe computer with multiple-pass processing.

A parallel IEC development recorded the GPS spectrum in the analog domain on tape
operating in the FM mode and using rotating-head technology. The basic IF signal was
downconverted to near baseband before conversion to FM. The low-pass filtering vital to
the FM process was accomplished with analog transversal filters, which were contained in
an off-the-shelf video recorder with a tertiary time-base corrector added to improve the



normally unacceptable 100-microsecond time-base error to less than 1 nanosecond, rms.
This method of recording the GPS spectrum worked very well and was essentially
transparent to the systems we build; however, two important shortcomings emerged. The
6-MHz recorder bandwidth was only half that required for recording both right-hand
circular polarized (RHCP) and left-hand circular polarized (LHCP) signals from large
tracking antennas. Thus, either polarization but not both could be recorded, as is often
required when signals are received from a moving target in a dynamic environment. In
addition, the recorders were delicate and subject to damage from physical movement.
Component aging required constant readjustment of the large number of potentiometers
inherent in this analog implementation.

The latest IEC effort uses a combined analog and digital approach that accommodates the
best of both worlds and achieves a near-transparent record/reproduce process. This
approach records and reproduces both antenna polarizations and also results in a zero
time-base error. The technique uses no adjustments affecting data quality, and recorded
data can he reproduced with exact repeatability. This design effort, which demonstrates
application of the principles involved, will now be discussed in detail.

NATURE OF THE GPS SPECTRUM

As emitted by each GPS satellite at 1,575 MHz, three different signals — the C/A- and P-
Codes and the digital navigation message — are modulated upon the carrier. Phase-
reversal modulation results in a direct-sequence SS centered at the suppressed carrier and
Doppler-shifted because of velocity differences between the transmitting and receiving
antennas. The predetection process does not involve demodulation, but it is important to
note that phase linearity and stability must be preserved in any predetection processing of
the spectrum to permit proper detection on playback.

Note in figure 1 that the signals to be ultimately recovered are in a negative signal-to-
thermal-noise environment. The C/A-Code includes the navigation messages and occupies
2 MHz. The P-Code occupies a 20-MHz bandwidth to the first null and also contains the
navigation message data. These signals arrive in the direct path and typically are received
at the user’s site on an RHCP antenna. The code signals, of course, cannot be
distinguished from the noise.

Our example here applies to a translator located on a moving target. This translator moves
the C/A-Code spectrum from 1,575 MHz to 2,251.92 MHz and adds a local oscillator
signal, called the pilot carrier (PC), at 2,250 MHz. (See figure 2.) The pilot carrier is
modified by the translator-to-ground receiver Doppler while the L1 signal with the codes is
additionally modified by the satellite-to-moving-platform Doppler. Translators hard-limit
and emit a constant-power noise-like spectrum whether satellite signals are present or not.



(The code signals in this negative SNR must be observed with a correlation detector.)
Polarization diversity overcomes the differential fading in the received signal’s separate
polarizations. The RHCP and LHCP signals are isolated in predetection recording so that a
polarization diversity combiner can be exercised later before detection.

RECORDING CONCEPTS FOR THIS EXAMPLE

A digital rather than analog recording mode is preferred to minimize the time base error,
ensure repeatability, and minimize adjustments that change with time. It is also desirable to
increase the bandwidth to include signals of both polarizations. This dictates analog-to-
digital conversion of both signal polarizations in the processing, but it will be shown that
this is desirable because of the very nature of the information that the signal contains. At
this point, the major task is to reduce the bandwidth of the signal to be recorded and, by
doing so, reduce the sample rate of each digital word. All signal polarization processing
channels are kept the same to assure equal time delay. Because each signal is a composite,
its parts must be reduced to baseband, thus separating the PC and L1 signals. Also, since
each signal is complex, they all must be separated into in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q)
channels. The selected bandwidth for each channel must also be wide enough to
accommodate the maximum Doppler frequency shift resulting from the expected geometry
and missile dynamics.

Still another bit-rate reduction must be made in the prerecord processing path. While the
input signal’s dynamic range is great, the code information is contained only in the zero-
crossing times. Since it is desirable to preserve the dynamic range to be able to exercise a
polarization diversity combiner, Automatic Gain Control (AGC) is employed. This feature
also limits the dynamic range requirements of the Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADC) and
the subsequent digital processing hardware.

As seen in figure 3, the AGC is implemented in the analog domain at IF to limit the ADC-
required number of bits. This AGC signal is then digitized and also recorded together with
the processed PC and L1 signals on the recorder. On reproduce, the AGC signals are in
digital form to control a high-speed, digitally controlled attenuator located in the playback
IF path to restore the IF signal’s original dynamic range.

Figure 4, a block diagram of the RECORD mode, shows that the antenna-received RF
signal is routed through a preamplifier and a preselector-downconverter, where separate
conversion of both RHCP and LHCP to the IF=31 MHz were used by the PRC and
receiver. Downconversion of the 31-MHz IF (figure 4) is staged in two steps to minimize
cross-modulation products and control phase linearity. The first stage reduces the PC from
31 MHz to 2.5 MHz and filters out the sum products. The baseband converters are
positioned after the ADC so that precise control of the conversion is both coherent and



exactly predictable and balanced. This is impossible to achieve in the analog domain. It is
particularly apparent when combining the I and Q signals during playback. Single-
sideband mixing with analog technology can only result in 20 to 30 dB of sustained image
suppression. Exact phase and amplitude balance is inherent in digital processing because
there is no gain-drift or time-delay mismatch to cause an unbalance. The local oscillators
are synthesized from a basic 5-MHz Cesium-beam external clock, which assures precision,
coherence, and spectral purity for the frequency translation. Low-pass filters (LPF) follow
each converter to eliminate sum products and other undesired beat frequencies. These
filters, which most affect phase linearity at baseband, follow the final converters.
Requirements for these baseband filters are achieved by finite-impulse-response (FIR)
implementation. The FIR filters for this example were designed with an exactly linear-
phase characteristic while approximating a prescribed magnitude frequency response. This
implementation permits proper signal recombination. Because the implementation is
nonrecursive, the filters are inherently stable, repeatable, and have minimum quantization
and roundoff problems. Indeed, the major complexity of the predetection processing path
lies in the FIR filter design and implementation. Certainly most of the required hardware
goes into the FIR application.

FIR FILTERS

FIR filters are nonrecursive. That is, the output is a weighted sum of the inputs and does
not depend upon previous outputs. The FIR filter is a moving average process. In practice,
the filter’s output is obtained by direct calculation of the convolution of the filter response
and the input data. The output sequence is a weighted sum over the previous N samples of
the input sequence; this can be seen in figure 5, a simplified block diagram of a FIR filter
stage. The weights define the filter completely and are represented by the coefficient
multipliers, C1 to C7. Characteristically there are N zeros located anywhere in the z-plane
and N poles located at z = 0, but poles at z = 0 do not affect filter performance.

The actual hardware filters used were staged, as shown in figure 6, to minimize hardware.
The filters could have been built in a single stage where N is a large number, but
considerable savings were achieved by previous-stage prefiltering. Three stages (figure 7)
were used to process the PC signal and two stages were used for the L1 signal. The left
(L) and right (R) polarizations, and the I and Q components, all passed through the same
filter to preserve signal processing identity and save hardware via the multiplex. The
Remez-exchange algorithm was used to calculate each set of N coefficients which are the
sequential sample multipliers for each sample input in the convolver block. This iterative
algorithm solves the Chebyshev approximation problem, which requires that the weighted
error equioscillates on a set of abscissas.



The selected digital processing code was negative two’s-complement fractional binary to
avoid overflow. Considerable care was exercised to prevent overflow because of
hardware-limited word size; the filtering effect allows lost signal amplitude in the filter
outputs to be made up between filter stages. Also truncations introduce signal bias which,
when multiplied by subsequent gains, can become significant enough to require removal
before passing the signal to the next stage. Since convolution arithmetic is carried to an
order-of-magnitude higher precision than the sample stream, the following filter stage
inputs must be truncated. These truncated inputs are rounded to minimize pass-through
bias.

As filter staging occurs, the signals are low-passed into narrower bandwidths. Decimation,
or subsampling, reduces the output’s word rate. Since each filter is multiplexed to
sequentially process RI, RQ, LI, and LQ, this quadruple multiplex offers decimation
factors in multiples of four to be selected in the first stage. Subsequent stages are
decimated by even factors. The filter bandwidth of each filter stage was selected in these
same ratios to minimize hardware, and each first-stage filter always operated at maximum
efficiency.

The information in the resultant recorded bitstream is now limited to one half the Nyquist
rate for each component. The number of bits in each sample saved for recording depends
upon the desired SNR. For the PC this was four bits or 24 dB. For the GPS L1 spectrum,
only one bit is necessary since the SNR is negative (recall that the intelligence is carried in
the bit-crossing times of the signal). Two bits, in fact, were saved for the L1 signals
because the tape recorder’s capacity permitted the extra bits to be saved. Multiplying the
number of signals (R,L,I,Q = 4) by the number of bits per word (b/w = 2) by the sample
rate (w/s = 2M) yields 16 Mb/s for L1. A similar calculation yields 4 Mb/s for the PC for a
total of 20 Mb/s for the primary data. Certain timing and other supplementary signals were
dedicated to the remaining tape-recorder capacity of 24 Mb/s on 12 tracks. The other two
tracks were reserved for housekeeping. A conventional digital tape recorder of standard
IRIG configuration can be operated at 2 Mb/s per track. These machines accomplish this
rate at 60 ips and accommodate twice this rate at 120 ips. For this particular example, an
older machine was used that could record 2 Mb/s at 120 ips on 13 tracks.

REPRODUCE CONSIDERATIONS

Upon playback, the task was to restore the compressed form of the recorded signals and
combine them back into separate RHCP and LHCP composites at IF. This means that
sample rates must be increased to carry the increased bandwidth so that the supersamples
carry intermediate amplitudes. Fortunately this can be done in the digital domain, using an
interpolation process, by passing the word-sample streams back through the FIR filters on
reproduce. (Figure 8 shows the REPRODUCE mode.) The convolver must be configured



in a peculiar way to truncate the process, which yields several outputs earlier in the
integration. These added samples with the desired supersamples are converted to word
serial form by transposers before being used in subsequent stages. (The last FIR stage is
used first and the first stage is used last.) The sample rates are built up in the process and
the number of bits per word also increases. The I and Q signals are uptranslated to near
baseband via digital multipliers that perform the half-complex translation, then are
combined by simple binary addition after the upconversion. This exact process eliminates
the unwanted side-band, and it is the main reason for implementing the filters in the digital
domain. The signals are next converted to analog form, where the PC and L1 spectra are
recombined and uptranslated to IF. At IF, the digital AGC signal is used to restore the
dynamic range of the analog output; both RHCP and LHCP remain independent, and the
reproduce processing ends.

OTHER POSSIBILITIES

The techniques in this example can be extended to handle P-Code predetection recording.
The bandwidth required for P-Code is 10 times greater, but only one polarization (RHCP)
need he considered. the reason is that the path is direct in any P-Code usage rather than
through moving translators with ground links that include high-gain, dual-polarity receiving
antennas. For P-Code predetection recording, the minimum required recording rates would
be twice the bandwidth (20 Mw/s) for both I and Q and one bit per word for the single
polarity or 40 Mb/s. This rate is possible for today’s digital, IRIG 14-track machines using
12 tracks that can accommodate 4 Mb/s per track or 48 Mb/s at 120 ips. Currently
available digital rotary-head recorders (MIL-spec machines built for aircraft applications)
can record for 1 hour at 107 Mb/s. Other rotary-head recorders costing one-tenth of the
cost of a standard digital parallel machine can record at rates exceeding 20 Mb/s. The
single-track feature also means a zero time-base error. These recorders are small, reliable,
and offer 1-hour recording times on inexpensive cassettes for quick reload.

SUMMARY

The resulting GPS-derived data can be reduced to a minimum bit rate by properly
partitioning the analog and digital portions of predetection recording processing and by
dissecting the complex, composite wideband spectrum of GPS direct-sequence signals. By
application, predetection converters can be augmented with conventional digital IRIG tape
recorders tailored for record/reproduce functions. This can be accomplished with very near
transparency. As illustrated in this paper, the technique applies to a broad spectrum of
problems of similar character. Already developed hardware and technology can he
configured for many other similar applications.



Figure 1. The GPS Spread-Spectrum Signal

Figure 2. GPS Translator Output Spectrum at IF

Figure 3. GPS Translator Output Spectrum at Near Baseband



Figure 4. Simplified Block Diagram of RECORD Mode

Figure 5. Block Diagram of a FIR Filter Stage



Figure 6. Pilot Carrier FIR Filter Staging

Figure 7. FIR Filter Staging



Figure 8. Simplified Block Diagram of REPRODUCE Mode


